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VOL. XXIV, No.8 REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLO. February 6, 1942 
OMPULSORY PHYSICAL EDUCATION! 
----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
'Reduce That Tummy,' 
Says Commander Tunney 
Sodality Honors 
Departing Prefect 
Morning Schedule Rearranged 
To Accomodate Calisthenics 
Lt. Commander Gene Tunney, athletic director in the naval 
forces, ~nd former world's heavyweight champion, addressed 
1~~ Regis College student body on Friday, January, January 
Frank McCabe, Prefect of the 
Regis Sodality, who was inducted 
into the armed forces January 28, 
1942, was given a testimonial 
dinner at Boggio's Rotisserie on 
the night of January 24. Eighteen 
members of the Sodality were 
present. Speakers at the dinner 
were Father Flanagan, Father 
Preusch, and Jack Brittan. Mc-
Cabe remarked that everyone 
seemed to think that he only had 
to fight a spiritual battle, because· 
he had received many prayer 
books and medals. 
. Beginning next Monday, February 9, Regis College will 
mtroduce a_ 20-minute class in physical education, compulsory 
for the entire student body, it was announced yesterday by 
Rev. John J. Flanagan, S.J., ·dean of the college. 
This class will be run in cooperation with the army and 
navy plans, due to the great emphasis being placed on thorough Speaking on· the need .for physical education in armed 
forces, Commander Tunney said, ''In spite of the almost com-
Debaters Due 
At Denver U. 
A large Regis delegation is ex-
pected to participate in The Rocky 
Mountain Speech Tournament to 
be held at Denver University next 
week, February 12, 13, and 14. 
In addition to those originally 
entered, the following intend to 
participate in one or more of the 
events: Joseph Kirch, George 
Ashen, Robert Magor, Jack Brit-
tan, and John Yelenich. 
Both Ashen and Magor have 
spent considerable time in study-
ing American Labor which will 
qualify them to debat the inter-
collegiate question: Resolved: That 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Six Pre-Meds and 
Pre-Dents Accepted 
Charles Zarlengo, Norman 
Brinkhaus, Charles Delio, Joseph 
Majewski, John Thompson, and 
Vincent 'Zarlengo have been ac-
cepted by professional schools it 
was learned this week. 
Zarlengo, Brinkhaus and Delio 
will enter the Colorado University 
School of Medicine, and Majewski 
the Marquette University School 
of Medicine, while Thompson and 
Vincent Zarlengo will go to the 
Creighton U n i v e r sit y Dental 
School. 
Lunchroom Lottery 
Looks Lucrative 
A total of 73 dollars has been 
collected toward •the new lunch-
room, it was announced today by 
Reverend Joseph P. Donnelly, S. 
J. A sum of 300 dollars will be 
necessary if the goal is to be 
reached, he said. 
Two radios will be raffled in the 
near future, in the next effort 
toward raising the sum. The 
radios, an eight-tube RCA table 
model and a small portable 3-way 
radio, are expected to draw a 
great number of hopeful contest-
ants. 
The latest addition to the fund 
has come from the sale of waste 
paper. The paper, collected by 
the Dauber Club, netted 25 dol-
)1!-rs. 
• plete mechanization of armies of 
the present day, it is manpower 
that will eventually decide the 
outcome of this present conflict; 
it is necessary for us to build 
American manpower up to its 
peak." He spoke of the vast 
programs that were carried on 
in Japan and Germany prior to 
the war, in building armies of 
physically sound men. 
FOOTBALL TRAINING 
The former heavyweight cham-
pion compared the physical fit-
ness program to the training 
schedule followed by a football 
team and stressed the necessity 
of an all-out program, in view of 
the much higher stakes involved. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Brittan Wins Third 
In English Contest 
John J. Brittan, a. senior and 
English major in Regis college, 
was awarded third place in the 
annual intercollegiate English con-
test among the nine universities 
and colleges of the Missouri and 
Chicago provinces of the Society 
of Jesus, the Rev. John J. Flana-
gan, S. J., dean of the college, 
announced. 
Brittan's paper was on the 
Catholic novel. The general sub-
Father Preusch, the Faculty 
Moderator of the Sodality, said 
that the .problem of choosing a 
new prefect would be taken up at 
the coming meeting of the Sodal-
ity. The Sodality can either hold 
an election, or advance the offi-
cers. If the latter method is fol-
lowed, the traditional custom of 
having a senior a:s the prefect will 
be broken. 
"The great interest shown in 
the pamphlets during the retreat 
has prompted the Sodality to put 
up a permanent pamphlet rack in 
the Sodality Lounge, in the near 
Coach MacKenzie will lea,d the 
physical education classes every 
Preusch. day beginning Monday at 9:50. future," advised Father 
English Credits Finally 
Given to Journalists 
Ce~dits in upper diYision English may now be earned 
by Regis students who write for the Brown and Gold, accord-
ing to an announcement made last week by Mr. 'Walter J. Ong, 
S .• J. These credits may be applied toward requirements for 
a major or a minor in English. 
Students who wish to earn credit for their work on the 
Brown and Gold should register'• t 
for English 199 (Journalism). One semes er on the writing or busi-
credit hour will be given for each 
year the student is active on the 
writing staff, and two credit hours 
will be given for editorial work. 
One semester's work is required as 
a prerequisite for enrolling in this 
special study. A maximum total 
of three credit hours may be earn-
ed for newspaper work. 
ness staff, may, while he is busi-
ness manager, earn two credit 
hours, provided he does some writ-
ing for the paper during this time. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Draft Registration 
To Be Held in Hall 
Regis students, 20 years of age 
Members of the business staff 
will be eligible for English credits 
only if they are also members of 
the 'writing staff, and are able to or over, who have not registered 
for Selective Service Will do so 
February 16, in the Lounge on the 
pass the written examination on 
the fundamentals of newspaper 
writing required of the students 
working for credits. 
first floor of the Carroll Hall. 
Rev. E. A. Conway, S.J., will be 
Grades will be given on the basis 
Jack J. Brittan of the amount and quality of the in charge of registration. 
ject of this year's contest was work done on the Brown and GQld Permission has been received 
Catholics and Creative Litera- and the Brown and Gold Record. from the Selective Service Board 
ture." Students are also required to at- in Denver to hold registration at 
First place in the contest was tend periodic meetings with the Regis. February 16 is the date 
won by James W. Guinan of De- faculty adviser. set for nationwide registration 
troit university. Vincent O'Flan- A business manager who has under the terms of the draft law 
erty of Rockhurst college in Kan- passed the written examination in as amended after the declaration 
sas City, Mo., was second. newspaper writing after serving·a of war. 
• and comprehensive courses in 
physical fitness during this emer-
gency. 
To provide for this class in ac-
cord with the accelerated program 
of study, class time will be moved 
ahead with morning classes start-
ing at 8:00 o'clock instead of 8:20. 
"The 20-minute period will be 
held out of doors and will con-
sist of calisthentics and setting-up 
exercises," Father Flanagan said 
yesterday. "The only other change 
in the time schedule will be a 
five-minute delay for lunch-hour." 
The revised schedule will begin 
the same day that daylight saving 
or war-time goes into effect. 
The earlier class time will per-
mit the additional 20 minutes to 
the schedules of all students with-
out interrupting the usual 50-
minute class periods. 
Coach Sarge MacKenzie will be 
in charge of the new class, and 
he will be assisted, probably, by 
several members from his class in 
Football Coaching and Physical 
Education. 
The following is the revised 
time schedule: 
8:00- 8:50-First period class. 
8:55- 9:45-Second period class. 
9:50-10:10-Physical education 
;for e n t I r e student 
• body. 
10:15-11:05-Third period class. 
11:10-12:00-Fourth period class. 
12:00-Lunch. 
ENROLLMENT DROPS 
Regis college enrollment is ex-
pected to drop to between 185 
and 190 students for the coming 
semester judging from present 
registration figures. This decrease 
is due largely to students enlist-
ing or being drafted into the 
armed forces. 
Some twenty students have en-
tered the armed forces ·since Sep-
tember 10, 1941, and it is expected 
that more will join during the 
second period. In addition, some 
have left school to take advantage 
of opportunities offered by de-
fense employment. 
FOUR FINISHED 
Four seniors completed their 
requirements for graduation at 
the end of the first semester, the 
dean's office announced this week. 
They are John McGee, Thomas 
Masterson, Fred Unes, and Phil 
Conneally. Their degrees will be 
presented at graduation on May 
29, 1942. 
Page Two 
Fair Sex Should Remain 
In Homes, Say Collegians 
AUSTIN, Tex., Feb. 6.--While American students are not 
ready to adopt the idea that college education should train 
women to be primarily wives ·and mothers, neither do they 
want to accept equality between the sexes. 
Student Opinion Surveys of America, the cooperative 
weekly poll sponsored by college newspapers including the 
Brown and Gold, finds that great '• 
majorities even of co-eds them- College of Missouri attract na-
selves believe: tiona! attention: training women 
1. Women should not try to to be educated and capable wives 
combine marriage and mother- and mothers rather than profes-
hood with a career outside~ the sionals. "It all depends on the 
home. 
2. There would be more di-
vorces if women were given more 
nearly equal social status with 
men. 
When it comes to education, 
however, opinion is divided on 
such a plan as has made Stephens 
Hundred Regis 
Men Now in 
Armed Forces 
particular woman," about three 
out of every ten interviewed q>m-
mented. The plurality, 38 per 
cent, are opposed, while 28 per 
cent approve. Interesting is the 
fact that more. men than women 
like the idea. Here are the tabu-
lations for the three related ques-
tions asked ii]. this survey, show-
ing the differences by sex: 
Train for Mother hood · 
"Do you wish more colleges 
would adopt the idea of training 
girls to be primarily wives and 
mothers, or should women re-
The ·names of one hundred ceive the same sort of education 
Regis men in the Armed Forces that men get?" 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Elocution Contest . 
Scheduled in March 
The preliminaries of the annual 
elocution contest w e r e held in 
the Little Theatre, February 5, 
commencing at 2:00 p. m. Of 
have already been received, ac- All Men W'n. those who enter, seven will be 
cording to Rev. E. A. Conway, Train to be wives, selected tq represent the college 
S.J. Many more Regis men are • 28% 35% 21% in the contest finals to be held 
known to be in the Army and Educate like men .. 38 32 42 March 5_ 
February 6, 1942 
NO DRAFT 'TIL 
SPRING FOR 
NEW REGISTRANTS 
Students in the new registra-
tion for Selective Service can 
plan to complete the spring 
semester, according to a bulletin 
resently issued by the American 
Council on Education. 
Students in fields where a dan-
gerously low level of manpower 
has been found to exist, together 
with students in fields vital to the 
war program, will be deferred, 
the bulletin states, referring to 
memoranda issued by National 
Selective Service headquarters. 
No distinction is being made 
·between graduate students and 
undergraduate students. 
This includes all students ac-
cepted by medical schools. 
Rachmaninoff Brilliant Pianist 
Says Brown and Gold Critic 
By PIULIP DAVIS 
The piano had a brilliant inning last Monday evening, 
when Sergei Rachmaninoff ap1Jeared at the Auditorium. The 
long, lean, and saturnine Rachmaninoff with the face of a 
tired l\'Iephisto, used this instrument as a means of expressing 
the multitude o£ human emotions. Rachmaninoff, the greatest 
musician of this epoch, walked the distance from the wings 
to the piano as if he found it a • 
taxing journey. But once he sat 
Navy," Father Conway said, Depends on w'men .. 30 29 34 
"whose addresses we should like Undecided ................ 4 4 3 
down to that piano, he e\•oked 
According to the rules of the 
music which above all was m:c~ gic­
contest a student who has won the 
veneer of temporal happiness 
that men try and assume in this 
fickle world. This work, like 
his "Daisies," is exquisite. How-
ever, "Daisies" differs from the 
"Humoresque," in that, the 
"Daisies" is slightly modern, 
and while more finer in texture, 
it does not hold the thought 
that the other does. 
to have as soon as possible. 
"We intend," he continued, "to 
send the Brown and Gold to every 
former Regis student now enlist-
ed. The school intends to keep 
in touch with these men through 
every possible means." 
Many addresses which have 
been received are incomplete. All 
addresses should include the out-
fit which the man is with and 
the camp at which he is stationed. 
"Changes of address are taken 
care of by the army, so it is un-
important whether a man has 
moved or not. It is important, 
however, that we have one com-
plete addres:s for each man," 
Father Conway said. 
Marriage Is Career 
"Do you think it is generally 
a good or a bad idea for a woman 
to try to combine a career out-
side the home with marriage and 
motherhood?" 
All Men W'n. 
Good idea .............. 12% 10% 16% 
Bad idea .................. 82 83 79 
Undecided .............. 6 7 5 
"If there were more equality 
between the sexes, do you think 
there would be fewer or more di-
vorces?" 
All Men W'n. 
Fewer ._. .................... 26% 26'% 28% 
More ........................ 57 55 57 
Don't know ............ 17 19 15 
contest in some former year is 
ineligible. The only one thus dis-
qualified is Frangis Morriss, last 
year's winner, w.ho will act as 
chairman t!1e evening of the 
finals. 
Among the finalists of last 
year's contest who will be on hand 
again this year are: Jack Brittan, 
second place winner in last year's 
contest, Joseph Gonzales, Arthur 
Zarlengo, Jap1es H o are , and 
Thomas Garry. 
Sophomores who will compete 
in the qualifying round include: 
Lou Antonelli, Harry Wilder, John 
Yelenich, and James Harris. 
---FRISCO-BOUND NAVY EAGLETS.....;...-~ 
Chief Petty Officer H. Mattson, left, 
gives parting instructions to Leo 
Kelleher, Joe Simms, Ted Fonk, (back 
row); Bob Hoppe, Jack Nevans, Shelly 
Pittman, and Jack Scherer, (front row). 
They will be sworn into the Naval 
Aviation Corps in San Francisco this 
week, but will not go into active service 
until after the close of the school year. 
ally young and fresh. 
Rachmaninoff did not go !v 
much for the fireworks and pyro· 
technics, of which he is so capa-
ble, but rather, · he pleased the 
audience with his easy sonorities 
and luminous melody lines. 
Nevertheless, Rachmaninoff 
satisfied the pedants as well as 
the amateurs. He started· off 
with Mozart's "Variation in A 
Major," playing with a tone that 
was gemlike, giving this work, 
which is alffiost Bach-like with 
its purity of counterpoint, an 
utterly lovely rendition. 
Beethoven's "Sonata Appassion-
ata," consisting of three move-
ments, was a changing, moody 
work-usually played with hot and 
cold dashes, but when played by 
the _evening's artist, it was 
thoroughly consistent and elo-
quently convincing. The "Sonata" 
did allow for a few fireworks, 
but these were tossed off easily 
and superbly by him. 
LIQUID SCHUBERT 
Rachmaninoff's playing of the 
"Impromptu, A Flat Minor," by 
Schubert, was flowing and liquid, 
too limpily clear to be dazzling. 
Schubert and Liszt must have 
been nature lovers, for the moods 
created by the "Trout" is perfect. 
Now darting, now leisurely lulling, 
now weaving an intricate pattern 
through the flowing stream of 
crystal notes, this work offered 
itself as a stage to present the 
marvelous ability of Rachmanin-
off's interpretation. Two works 
by Chopin; "Nocturne, D Flat 
Minor" and two Mazurkas, were 
played with sublime beauty of 
tone. 
· Following this, Rachmanin-
off played three of his own 
works. His "Humoresque," to 
my mind, strikes a note of 
pathos and sadness. I believe 
that Rachmauinoff wrote this 
as a satire, as it were, on the 
The third of his own composi-
tions that he played was "Orien· 
tal Sketch." I have always won-
dered just why he named this 
as he did. Of course there is that 
sensation of Eastern music -styles, 
caused by chord arrangements; 
nevertheless in my mind there is 
something lacking. It seems to 
be possibly a Russian mood, rath· 
er than a strict Oriental mood, 
but it was played as only a com-
poser can play his own works~ 
MELODIOUS LIEBERSTAUM 
For his :first encore, Rach-. 
maninoff played the melodious 
and popular "Lieberstraum." 
Then for his second call he 
played hls "C Sharp Minor Pre_-
lude." This must have been ac· 
cepted long ago by him as his 
"signature" encore and it seem'> 
that this great somber man 
smiled a little as he came out to 
play his "signature." He ap-
proached the piano in a tre-
mendous wave of applause, but 
the split second he sat down, 
the audience suddenly stopped, 
leaving a momen_t of almost un-
bearable silence, until he be-
gan to play. The prelude, with 
its rich clanging bell-like chords 
and its momentum gathering, 
charging middle, was not at aU 
an unattractive work when 
played by · the master. 
I heard some say that Rach-
maninoff's performance was not 
"meaty" enough. That is, there 
was not enough thunder and light-
ning. However, this program left 
me wondering at the modesty of 
this great_ pianist-composer. We 
know that he can play thunder 
and lightning but Monday his 
playing was the wonderful lyric-
ism of great poetry. 
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Golden Seismic Class 
·visits Regis Station 
HONOR ROLL 
First Semester •••. 1941-1942 
FRESHMEN 
Fake, Charles E. .. ............................................................. ... 2 A's and 8 B's 
Creighton Professor 
Gives Three-Day 
Retreat to Stuaents A large party of students and<$•-------------- Gaunon, John V ..................................................................... 6 B's 
professors fron1 the School of 
Mines at Golden recently inspect-
ed the Regis Seismograph sta-
tion. The station is the only seis-
nlic station between Tucson, Ari-
zona and Butte, Montana. 
Reverend A. W. Forstall, S. J., 
director of the station and na-
tionally known scientist, acted as 
guide to the Mines party. Father 
Forstall has an honorary degree 
of geophysics from the Golden 
institution. 
Various tests demonstrated the 
sensitivity of the instrllnlent to 
the visiting geophysicists. Father 
Forstall explained some station 
seismology theory and showed 
several records made in past 
years. 
WICHERT ASTATIC TYPE 
The seismograph is the Wichert 
astatic type with an inverte~ 
pendulun1. lt has a mass of '178 
pounds resting on a pivotal ar-
rangement with air-damped nlO-
tion. The seismograph motion is 
recorded on smoked paper as 
compared to n1ore recent photo-
graphic n1ethods of recording. One 
loop of smoked paper will record 
the motion of the instrument for 
24 hours. 
The visitors were shown some 
of the Regis chemistry and physics 
laboratories and the minerals col-
lected by Father Forstall. Father 
Forstall said that in 1885 he used 
to hike over to Golden fron1 Mor-
rison, where Regis was then 
located, to study at the relatively 
new school of Mines. 
The party consisted of ten stu-
dents fron1 the senior class of 
seismic prospecting, four graduate 
students a n d Professors Dart 
Wantland and D. G. Pawley of 
the Mines department of geo-
physics. 
Naval Surgery Open 
To Medical Students 
Premedical students who have 
been accepted for entrance in a 
medical school are eligible for 
appointments in the naval reserve, 
it has been announced by the 
surgeon general of the navy. 
According- to the announcement, 
all premedical students in the 
United States who have been ac-
cepted for entrance in any class 
A medical school will be accepted 
in the reserve if they meet physi-
cal and other requirements for 
such appointments. 
Appointments to the reserve 
have previously been limited to 
third and fourth year medical 
students. Students who have 
been •accepted will be given pro-
visional appointments as Ensigns 
and will not be nominated for 
active duty until after they have 
completed their prescribed medical 
studies. 
Dick Simms Enters 
Chemical Warfare 
Another Regis man has an-
swered the call to the colors 'of 
Uncle Sam. Dick Simms, who 
was a sophomore majoring in 
chemistry, left last M~nday for 
the Edgewater Arsenal which is 
located outside of Baltimore, Md. 
He will be employed in the Chem-
ical Warfare Department of the 
United States Army. Capt. Daniel 
J. Pflaum, who was professor of 
chemistry at Regis last year, was 
formerly located at the Edge-
water post, but he is now sta-
tioned at Niagara Falls, New 
York. 
Hursting, Quintin L. ............................................................ 2 A's and 4 B's 
Kennedy, Samuel J. .. ......................................................... .'!, A's and 1 B 
Ry-an, Joseph L. .. .................................................................. 8 A's and 8 B's 
. SOPHOMORES 
Gonzales, Joseph J. .. ............................................................ 4 A's and 2 B's 
Harris, James W ................................................................... 8 A's and 4 B's 
Morris, Francis ...................................................................... 2 A's and 4 B's 
Moynihan, Neal P ................................................................. 2 A's and 8 B's 
St. Martin, Hardie E ..... " ........................................................ 2 A's and 4 B's 
Wilson, James S. .. ......................... , ...................................... 1 A and 4 B's 
Yelenich, John A ........................ - ......................................... 2 A's and 4 B's 
JUNIORS 
Flanagan, John A. .. ............................................................ ! A and 5 B's 
Hoare, James Patrick .......................................................... 8 A's and 2 D's 
Jacobs, Jerome A. .. ........ .................................................... 5 B's 
Ortega, Arthur 0 ................................................................... 4 A's and 8 B's 
Piccone, Marshall .................................................... .............. 5 A's 
Zarlengo, Arthur W ........................................................... 4 A's and 1 B 
Zarlengo, Vincent D ............................................................. S A's and 2 B's 
SENIORS 
Coursey, Joseph :F ........................... , ................................... 2 A's and 5 B's 
Kuester, Frank E. .. .............................................................. 7 B's 
Magor, Robt. V ..................................................................... 6 B's 
McCabe, Francis E ............................................................. 6 B's 
"Know yourself," was the gen-
eral theme of the retreat given 
by Fr. James F. Walsh of Creigh-
ton University. Father Walsh is 
the Professor of Psychology, and 
Head of the Department of Phil-
osophy at Creighton University. 
This year, the recitation of the 
Rosary took place outdoors in 
order that the students n1ight get 
exercise and fresh air, and yet 
not neglect the religious functions 
of the retreat. 
Several times during the re-
treat, Fr. Walsh complimented the 
Regis College s(udents upon the 
fine attention which they gave 
him. According to Fr. Preusch, 
Moderator of the Sodality, "The 
faculty w.as well satisfied with 
the reaction of the student body, 
and the seriousness with which 
the students went about making 
a good retreat." 
Commercial Courses 
Not Shorthanded 
Coeds Outdo Males in 
Volunteer Defense Work 
Typing and shorthand courses 
offered at Regis this semester are 
proving very popular. The enroll-
ment in the typing courses has 
been so large that it has been 
necessary to institute two sections 
in typing. 
The typwriting is being taught 
by Mr. · MacKenzie and Mr. Han-
son. Mr. Hanson is also teaching 
the shorthand classes. 
The courses should prove very 
useful to college men, it is be-
lieved, since there is at present 
a great demand for male · stenog-
raphers. 
CREDITS-
< continued from Page 1) 
Credits earned in this way are 
limited to two. 
AUSTIN, Tex., Feb. 6.-During the two months that the 
United States has been at war co-eds have been taking twice 
as much interest in helping with volunteer civilian defense 
work as have the men of the nation's colleges and universities. 
A national poll of Student Opinion Surveys of America, com-
pleted only last week, reveals that-
-------------~~ Three out of every five col-
Profiles Parade 
For Paramount 
' lege women say they are already 
engaged in some kind of volun-
teer war work. 
Less than three out of every 
ten men-exclusive of those who 
Hollywood producers will be are in the services already-say 
given opportunity, not to be they are engaged in defense 
ignored, when four Regis profiles duties. 
CONNORS DOES HIS PART The required examination is in-
tended to determine whether the 
student can write a correctly con-
structed news story and an inter-
esting feature story, sports story, 
or column. He must also show 
that he has a general knowledge 
of newspaper usage and punctua-
tion and that he can use and in-
terpret proofreader's marks, and 
that he has a general knowledge 
of headline writing and make-up. 
parade their theatrical · abilities The largest group of men who 
before Mr. Milton Lewis, talent were participating were taking de-
director of Paramount Pictures. fense courses, although this num-
The auditions will be held Feb- ber up to the last of January, 
ruary 11, at Denver University, amounted to only nine per cent. 
between two and four-thirty p. m., It may be that college men, most 
in order to select outstanding col- of whom are or soon will be sub-
lege actors who are interested in ject to the draft, have decided 
motion pictures as a career. that their military service is to be 
John Connors, former Brown and Gold editor, now stationed 
at Lowry Field, recently built a snow man to help freeze 
out the Japs. Engraving courtesy Rocky Mountain News. 
TUMMY-
< Continued from Page 1) 
"Our country is worth fighting 
for," he said, "and our freedom 
is worth dying for." 
"We are facing an enemy in 
the Pacific, equally as dangerous 
as those in Europe. Our men 
must be in perfect physical con-
dition when the time comes to 
launch an offensive against this 
powerful opponent." 
Commander Tunney is on a re-
cruiting tour, selecting college 
athletes and physical instructors 
for service in the naval athletic 
program. He was greeted at the 
college by John McGee, assistant 
football coach, who had an in~er­
view with .him in Chicago, before 
enlisting in the navy as an in-
structor. McGee left the follow-
ing day for Norfolk, Va. 
It was the Commander's first 
visit to Regis and he was greeted 
by unrestrained applause from 
the undergraduates. 
Those selected by Mr. R. J. 0'- their main contribution. Women 
Sullivan, S. J., Director of Dra- on the other hand have turned 
matics at Regis include Joseph out by the thousands to knit, 
Gonzales, Francis Morriss, Jasper learn first aid, and perform many · 
Jacques, and Thomas Garry. other tasks. This is what they 
Gonzales began his stage career report they are doing on cam-
when he accepted a child-role with puses of all sizes and types in-
the Elitch Garden Players, too far eluded in the ·coast - to - coast 
back to remember. Since that sample: 
time, he has figured in oratorical Men Women 
24% 
14 
and elocution contests, dramatics, Knitting ...................... * 
plays and other deeds of eloquence Learning first aid ____ 3% 
both at Regis high school and Other Red Cross wk. 2 
Regis College. Taking def. courses .... 9 
Frank Morriss has watoncatah~ MA.lo.rtorraidcordpust,y a.m .... b .. u---- 2 
envious reputation, first 
5 
5 
1 
edral high and later at Regis for lance duty .............. * 
a grandiloquent style of oratory, Helping u . .s. o ......... * 
a forceful manner of debate, and 
tor his versatile handling of char-
acter parts in numerous plays. 
1 
1 
More on the humorous side is 
Tom Garry, whose talents run 
toward the laugh provoking vein. 
Tom has tickled the Jibs of au-
diences with his antics and anec-
dotes. He played his first pro-
fessional role in an Elitch Summer 
Theater production last summer. 
Lloyd Nolan will have difficulty 
when Jap Jacques pulls his hat 
down and reaches into his coat 
pocket for a heater. Jap por-
trayed the "Gimp," an underworld 
gunman, in the Regis version of 
"Brother Orchid" and would be a 
valuable addition to Hollywood's 
gangster actors. 
Home defense guard.. 1 
Other work ................ 9 
NOTHING .................. 74 
(*Less than one per cent.) 
5 
40 
Not included in the tabulation, 
of course, is the effort being 
placed by many students in regu-
lar curriculum studying courses 
that may be regarded as direct-
ed toward the war effort-engi-
neering, medicine, physics, etc. 
The effectiveness of work being 
done cannot easily be judged, for 
no doubt many students who an-
swered affirmatively may not ac-
tually be very active. But the 
figures are a good indication of 
the manner in which work is 
being distributed in the colleges. 
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If we print jokes, people say we are 
silly. 
If we 
serious. 
don't, they say we are too 
A letter as received the other day from 
the editor of the New Mexico Lobo, stu-
dent newspaper of the University of New 
Mexico. The Lobo's editor, Mr. Eddie 
Apodaca, is seeking information concern-
ing the cooperative book exchange and 
school materials store. Here is the re-
ply: 
organizations. "Too mafy cooks spoil 
the broth.'' was the new slogan. Fore-
most proponents of the measure in-
cluded present student council mem-
bers, who, apparently, had changed 
proverbs during the summer. 
The point is that the student council 
has had its way in every general elec-
tion involving the rules under which 
the council was to act. This shows 
that the student body is supporting 
the council, and looking to it for 
leadership. But there has been little 
or no leadership. 
By ED BRINSA 
Wartime activity has resulted in gen-
erally better business conditions, and along 
with this is seen an increase in motion 
picture theatre attendance throughout the 
country. Although there are more card-
board tickets bought these days than in 
recent years, the seemingly tremendous 
crowds in theatres on week-ends especial-
ly can be attributed to the long, three to 
three-and-a-half hour shows presented to-
day. As a result of these overly-long 
programs theatres cannot present as many 
shows during the day as is necessary to 
adequately take care of the patronage. 
If we print feature stories, we are ignor-
ing events in world affairs; 
If we don't we have no eyes for the 
human interest things of life. 
/ 
If we reprint things from other papers, 
we are too lazy to write them ourselves; 
If we don't we are too fond of our 
own stuff. 
Dear Mr. Apodaca: 
Any effort to reduce the costs of books 
and school materials to college students 
is most praiseworthy. Cooperative lodg-
. ing and boarding houses have proved very 
successful; there is no reason why a store 
of the kind you mention should not like-
wise prosper. 
Up until this semester Regis has 
had a book store where new books 
could be purchased and used books 
bought, sold or exchanged. Tliis meant 
that the expense to the student for 
textbooks-except, of course, when a 
new text was introduced-was greatly 
reduced. 
Recently, however, this very convenient 
arrangement has been ended. There is 
now no agency for the sale or exchange 
of used books. Indeed, texts cannot even 
be sold in the book stores of Denver. 
These stores say that it is the colleges· 
business to take care of their own text-
books. 
Mr. Apodaca, when you have ·succeeded 
in establishing a cooperative book and 
stationery store at the University of New 
Mexico, will you drop us a line here at 
Regis and outline your plan of operation? 
Very sincerely yours, 
(Signed) Joseph L. Kirch. 
Catholic Press 
Month 
This month, February, is Catholic Press 
Month. Every year this month is set 
aside by the Hierarchy in the United 
States for consideration of the purpose 
of our Catholic Press, its progress, its 
needs, and its program of service to the 
people. 
We, as students of a Catholic college, 
might well reflect during these times 
the great value of our Catholic press, 
and more specifically, the value of 
our Catholic college press. The war 
has thrown Increased responsibility on 
these student publications, and they 
are perhaps more essential than ever, 
In carrying news as to how the Catho-
lic college fits Into the war picture. 
"The power of th~ press" is a well-
known phrase. With all the propaganda 
that is being pushed at us today, we can 
well appreciate the fact that we can turn 
to our Catholic publications, secure in the 
knowledge that they will give us a clear, 
soundly-based analysis of the news of the 
world from a Catholic viewpoint-Becker. 
Time to Change? 
Last year, the student council constitu-
tion was amended to replace the office of 
president by a five-man board. This, we 
were told, would result in greater effi-
ciency, since the work ordinarily done by 
the president would be distributed among 
five men. "Many hands make light work" 
seemed to be the idea. Foremost pro-
ponents of the meaBUre included the pres-
ent student council members. 
This year, the constitution, even In 
Its amended form, received another 
onslaught. It was discarded entirely, 
In favor of a new constitution which 
denied direct representation to campus 
There is no use whatever in recount-
ing the earlier activities of this year 
which proved disappointing. This 
Council did have certain unusual ob-
stacles to overcome, with regard to 
the Homecoming. That is in the past, 
and cannot be changed. But there 
is still more than half the school year 
left in which to show leadership. 
Perhaps a dictator is needed, who will 
"pull a coup," as the saying goes, and 
take to himself the responsibility which 
is now shifted rather uneasily back and 
forth among the executive board members. 
. . . Brinkhaus. 
STUDENT » » 
COUNSELINGS 
By FATHER DONNELLY 
The war keeps coming closer to us 
every day. Pictures of group enlistments 
of Regis men, the departure of several 
for army camps, the probability of more 
donning uniforms makes us think. All 
of this gets us far from the "old college 
try" idea and makes us realize that, as 
Gene Tunney said, "We are really in. a 
life and death struggle with the enemies 
of Christianity." 
Military men are worried about 
Americans. They say we must be 
hardened to endure. They tell the 
newly enlisted that they have to build 
up stamina and learn to live under 
difficulties. They tell us that the re-
cruit is soft from a lack of exercise. 
Young America rides instead of walk-
ing, eats too much rich food, has too 
little privation. 
Maybe the military men are right. Cer-
tainly if they are, the process of building 
physical hardihood is not too difficult. 
But what about spiritual hardihood? 
If we are fighting a crusade, we must 
be convinced of the righteousness of our 
cause. We have to believe in the things 
we fight for, otherwise we won't put our 
hearts in it. We must, as a nation and 
as individuals, take stock of our spiritual 
ideals. We talk about democracy and 
freedom. But can we have either without 
sincere belief in God through whom alone 
freedom and democracy are possible? 
We can't fight dictatorship without 
The double feature policy, originated 
at the height of the depression in an 
effort to revive patronage, is respon-
sible for these long shows. Since thea-
tre patronage is coming up to par 
again it would seem that the double-
feature menaee should be abandoned. 
There have been numerous half-
hearted attempts by members of the 
movie industry to promote single 
features by producing special two-
hour epics and releasing them only to 
theatres willing to play them single 
bill. The needed cooperation of the 
entire Industry was lacking so the 
effort was futile. 
The argument has been heard that the 
film fan will only support double-features, 
that the return to single-features would 
result in a falling off of -patronage. . It 
is true the film fan may at present favor 
two features, but if all theatres returned 
to single-features in an all-out effort the 
fan would soon again get used to the idea 
of the single bill. 
The theatres might suffer a mone• 
tary setback but I'm sure they would 
benefit in the long run, by being 
better able to take care of the people 
in need of entertainment during these 
hectic days. 
I • a • V 
REVIEWS 
"They Died with Their Boots On"-
Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland. 
The story of Custer and his famous 
last stand is told ith · the same ex-
cellence that sky-rocketed to fame the 
same studio's tale of Sergeant York. 
Its two hours and seventeen minutes 
length seem to fly by as you see this 
famous story come to life. 
"Look Who's Laughing"-
Fibber McGee and Molly, Edgar Ber-
gen, Charlie McCarthy, Lucille Ball. 
"Tain't funny McGee," it's a riot of non-
sense and hilarity with the drip from wist-
ful vista and the fugitive from a termite 
matching wits (or nit wits). This one's 
bound to keep 'em laughing. 
first disciplining ourselves to serve must believe in earnestly if we are to 
God since the democratic way of life fight with the "warrior spirit," with 
is impossible without a true respect the determination of conviction. And 
both for God and IDs creatures, our yet they are concepts which are none 
fellow men. It is hardly possible for too settled in the minds of probably 
us to render justice to "all" if we are better than sixty percent of our citi-
not spiritual masters in our own zens. 
house. And here is practically how you render 
There is a very · practical angle to all that social service to America. Live your 
of this. You, as a Catholic, have a social Catholicity everywhere. Know the reasons 
service to render your country · in the why you are a Catholic. Live as a Catho-
present conflict. You, because of your lie should. Don't be half-hearted, Stick 
training, your education, have a clear to your convictions. A Catholic doesn't 
understanding of the basic spiritual con- benumb himself with liquor-not a real 
cepts so vital in this struggle. You know Catholic. A Catholic is chaste-he is 
why man is so deserving of consideration, re111ly patriotic, really moral. 
because he is a child of God. You know· Do people who associate with you know 
that human liberty is not human license. you as a real Catholic? If they don't, 
You know that freedom of conscience take stock of yourself. You are unworthy 
does not mean indifference to morality, of your Faith. You have important con-
but observance of the moral law. You tributions to make to our country now. 
know that a nation whose sons are Make them by living your Faith practical-
chaste, honest, reverent, may well expect ly, every day, everywhere. Pray for Amer-
the blessing of God. lea. Pray for the Regis men in the 
These are things which America service. 
If we inadvertently fail to report club 
meetings, it is because we are vain or 
jealous; 
If we do we are playing favorites. 
And now, likely as not, soxpeone will 
sa;y we swiped this from another paper; 
Well, we did. 
---------------lh~~~' 
By JOE COURSEY 
---------------Bob Magor, whose pleasant manner and 
handsome features have won him many 
friends among both sexes, is now com-
pleting his college course and will gradu-
ate in the spring with a major in eco-
nomics. · He has distinguished himself 
in almost all types of activities here at 
Regis. His consistently high performances, 
on the stage as an actor and as a speaker 
in the oratorical and elocution contests, 
gives adequate testimony of his ability to 
face and convince an audience. 
If his ability as a student and as a 
speaker is directed toward the study of 
law, he will certainly fulfill his ambition 
to be a great cons~itutional lawyer. His 
life at Regis, however, has not been 
wholly concerned with these activities, 
for we also find his name on the roster 
of many campus organizations. 
Recognition . of his ability as a 
leader was made by the members of 
the International Relations Club and 
the Delta Sigma Club, and he was 
. elected to an office in both organiza-
tions. ' 
He has been active in all types of inter-
mural play, for he has been on two 
championship teams. His work as student 
at Regis, and his participation in the 
many forms of extra-curricular activities 
have made the nuns of Annunciation High 
School proud of him, and they often agree 
that he has lived up to their fondest hopes. 
So, then, we need not worry about his 
future, for he will surely prove himself 
again perhaps as a member of Uncle Sam's 
army or navy. 
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SECOND SEMESTER PLANS REVEALED 
• 
By JERRY MAHO~Y and JOHN WATERS 
We go to press .... Usually we start with a bang, this time 
start with a flop. It is the latest flop of George Machiavelli 
Zinky. This character has his life completely systematized even to 
the acquisition of a date, but alas and alack, the system failed 
to get Mac a date for the frolic, and thereby hangs our tale .... 
SCENE-Bench in front of that Home where people go 
to die .... TIME-After the Regis B. B. game at theY .... 
CHARACTERS-Zinky, the irresistable, and a comely lass 
(George keeps· her name a secret for fear J. Burns will get 
a date with her). · 
ACT I. (Action! Lights! Music .... the band plays softly, "Stars 
Over Tokyo". Zinky, the campaigner: 
"Star light, star bright, etc. (while looking at the stars 
'With his bad eye) I wish I had a date tomorrow night. 
(Dial~gue from the motion picture 'Tom, Dick and Harry.'" 
All six other attempts at getting a date during the week 
had failed and our hero is desparate.) 
The Lass: Smiles, showing her buck teet.u. 
George: (Like a drowning man) "Hello, would you like to go 
Freshman Foibles 
By Kelley, Keleher 
and Teeling 
FROLIC OUTSHINES RETREAT 
Biggest item in several weeks, 
(and that includes the retreat) 
was the Flunkers Frolic. Notable 
was the presence of one M. G. 
(we didn't think she could do it.) 
Jerry Malone was there improv-
ing his knowledge of ichthyology 
(study of fish) and "Rover" Mur-
phy obliged. 
The management was crabby 
as usual; imagine four retching 
students deiii8Dding a refund on 
a bottle of pop with a cock-
roach in it. Well, they didn't 
get it, partner. (Cheap, wasn't 
it?) They paid for their folly, 
·however, (and how); they re-
ceived an unadulterated version 
of the "Serenade to a Maid." 
Dean's Office Force Gives 
Low-Down on Faculty Additions 
Following the lead of colleges and universities through-
out the country this institution of higher learning has changed 
its requirement~ for admission, according to those in the know 
(including Bill Switzer, Sam Kennedy, and the boys who work 
in the Dean's office), requirements have been revised so as 
to make it easy for everyone (even those misguided individu-
als from Tramway Tech) to obtain • 
a degree in three months and four the BIKs, who have two credits 
days. in manual training and one- credit 
All students will be admitted, in extra-curricular activities. 
say the aforesaid Boys in the 
Know, hereinafter referred to as 
CARROLL 
CATECHISM 
These requirements will be 
waived in the case of coeds and 
other desirable characters who 
can produce proof of character. 
(This is designed to accomo-
date men like. Ashen and Gar-
ry, who are nothing if not char-
acters.) 
out tomorrow night? Of course, I know you're dying to, but is it MIKE DffiE; 
It has come to the attention of 
the Brown and Gold staff that 
some of the newer students who 
registered at the semester are 
totally ignorant of the language 
employed by old-time Regis men. 
With the intention of remedying 
this situation the Brown and Gold 
is commencing herewith to publish 
a dictionary which will explain 
some of the more abstruse words 
and their meanings. This diction-
ary will doubtless be published in 
twenty-six parts, the first of 
which appears below. 
The first month's curriculum 
will consist in a short course in 
Philosophy taught by Mox and an 
even shorter course in the Market-
ing of Brewery Products which 
will be taught ·by Hoppe and a 
group of assistants selected from 
the senior class. 
possible?" 
The Lass: "So sorry, I have a date." 
George: (seeing through it all with superior insight) 
"Break it." 
The Lass: (overcome by the technique which has left 
so many, many broken hearts in its wake) ''Yes, yes." She 
gives him her number .. ; . End of scene. 
SCENE II. (The home of the lass. George is found knocking 
at the door. Did we say knocking? We meant pounding, but no 
one answers.) 
George: (bitterly) And such a pretty smile. 
SOENE m. Happy couples at the frolic. 
SCENE IV. The Famous. 
The End. 
Things we'd like to know . . .. Was it really a long distance 
call that summoned Mickey Kennedy from the Bell home several 
Sundays ago or was it another belle? .... Was that the brunette 
edition of Veronica Lake that P. Callen 
had at the frolic or something drug out of 
the lake . . . . Why Hoppe dropped his 
nursing course? . . .. Why Kelleher, past 
prexy of the Carroll Hall Bachelors' club, 
has gone a'courtin'? ... . What do Bob-
bie and Majewski talk about at the cafe'? 
Why Mugg'sie Newland is called "Prec-
ious?" .... Could it be because he makes 
so many trips to the pawn shop . . . . Do 
you know Willine? 
Latest attraction at the Club Richard is the Rhumba 
team, Ramon and Maude, she of the light heart and husky 
voice. Mystery of the week: M. J. Kennedy's grades. Scene 
of the week: McGee and Walsh finding that parting is such 
sweet sorrow at the depot Saturday . . . • 
MORE ABOUT ZINKY 
We knew that Loretto was sending bundles to Britain but we 
didn't know that they had saved one for Regis' own Brittan. Hey, 
Walsh! We found one that's an iceberg. Say, Walsh, just ask Dinky 
about McGeetis. Although Hoppe, Waters and some of the older 
men haven't settled down, they don't envy the man who is rounding 
out a four-year sentence. Fonk is in Frisco trying to regain his 
health after the daring dance last Saturday. The rest of the fellows 
were too weak to make the trip. 
Friends are trying to fix things up between J . J. J. Barry and 
an ex-flame of his. She recently lost a super-d;mber Regis man 
to Uncle Sam. 
Welcome, Scat, the biggest thing that hit the campus 
since Tiny Merlo. 
LEMONS AND PLUMS 
Plums to Curley for prefecting the floor ... He's taking Hop-
pe's ' place. Nice big red ones to Phil Davis for his rendition of our 
popular ballads. · · 
Lemons to Red Seeman for employing child labor. 
And so we close with the hope that Spring will soon come so 
that Jockey Harris can get out his old boots and saddle, 'cause they 
don't call him Jock on account of his Scotch ancestry. 
DICK'S RESTAURANT 
4907 LOWELL 
-Since 1925 Regis men feel at home-
Mixed drinks, fine wine, beer, lunches, sandwiches, 
home made chill 
BRITTAN FLITTIN' 
It's a sure thing that after that 
rugged week everyone qualified 
for the "Flunkers" division, espe-
cially Mike Dire. The boy who 
made the "Frolic" part of the 
dance more realistic was Jack (3rd 
place) Brittan who impressed 
everyone with his nymph-like ca-
pers through the throng. Most 
popular requests of the evening 
were: 
"You've Changed," requested 
by Len Seeman. 
"I Did It Before and I · Can 
'Do It Again," (I hope) by Mary 
Golden. 
"Something New Has Been 
Added," by Terry Bailey. 
"I Said No," by the Fumbler's 
date. 
"Darktown Strutters Ball'' & 
"Jungle Madness," by Moses 
Majewski. 
"Huckleberry Duck," by Con-
nie, "Tha,t Hamilton Woman." 
"This Is No Laughing Mat-
ter," by Joe Pino. 
"The Prisoner's Song," by _Lou 
Vogt. 
"He's A-1 in The Army," by 
Jeep. 
"Lights Out," by "The Boys." 
"Sweet Genevieve," by Phil 
Davis. 
BARNUM IS RAISED ONE 
While we are on the subject 
of flunking, Frankie Kirchman 
has been wearing bifocals ever 
since the Religion exam. 
. Yeh, Walsh, there are two born 
every minute. 
Joe Fellows turned out to be 
the sole remaining entry in the 
Elk's Tournament. That ought to 
put Sam Kennedy o'!t of the run-
ning for the time being, at least. 
Sample: an extrem~ly small, 
minute particle, esp. like when a 
. science prof says, "That sample 
· time for this experiment." 
Scoff: to make fun of; ridicule 
mercilessly; laugh at in the face 
of, as in "Will Fonk a-scoff to 
the next Regis dance?" 
Seldom: a rarely occuring phe-
nomenon; something unexpected, 
as "The department did not change 
the textbooks from last year, so 
I took my old ones and seldom." 
Snap: 1. adj. the other guy's 
course. 2. n. sound made by a 
science student's brain. 
Soap: A cleanslllg agent, ' made 
usually by the action of alkali on 
fats. The fats are treated with 
lye either at a heat short of 
boiling, or by boiling in open ves-
sels. See also Soup. 
Solid: 1. adj. a branch of 
geometry. 2. adv. thick, as in 
"He is in solid with Father So-
and-So." Cf. Suction. 
Soporific: as in Education. 
Soup: Hot dishwater. See Soap. 
Spare tire: Pre-war automobile 
accessory. Now practically obso-
lete. See Frank }'ol"ewton. 
Stencil: Instrument for use in 
copying accurately. See Kennedy • 
Student Council: A large body 
of inactivity entirely surrounded 
by faculty. 
Suction: A pull, and not a push. 
Superman: See H o n o r Roll, 
page 3. 
PROF. KENNEDY · 
A special class will be con-
ducted by Kennedy over the 
weekends. The title for the 
course has not yet been select-
ed but Mike announces that 
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will 
be used as a text. Mike says 
he is inalterably opposed to 
cribbing and other nefarious 
practices and that anyone who 
gets a grade in ~s class will 
earn it. 
Physical education w i 11 be 
taught in the second month, by 
Ted (Go ahead, measure the calf 
of my leg) Fonk. Fonk says that 
he is totally in agreement with 
the ideals and purposes of Lt. 
Commander Gene Tunney. No 
whisky-drinking, cigarette-smok-
ing, women-chasing students need 
apply. 
LOUNGE WILL 
REPLACE DICK'S 
To vary the monotony of thi'l 
seco~d month's curriculum, the 
BII~S (remember, the Boys in the 
Know?) assert that tea dances 
will tee off in the Lounge every 
afternoon from two to four. FelLx 
Loomis Ayres' Jazzy Nine will 
provide the Jiv:e. 
Popeye Timlin has been sched-
uled to deliver the commence-
ment address at the close of the 
school year. Timlin has an-
nounced that he will speak on 
the subject, "I ate it before and 
I'll do it again." A stirring 
race for valedictory honors is 
predicted between Kuretich and 
Bastien. Wiseacres predict that 
Kuretich will come out on top · 
as usual. 
BAGNELL'S BILLIARD 
PARLOR 
THE CASCADE LAUNDRY 
1523 CURTIS STREET 
19 BRUNSWICK TABLES 
Where Your Patronage is Appreciated 
uDenver's Most Progressive Laundry" 
Phone MAin 8052 1847-49 Market St. 
we use Soft Water We call and deliver J. H. Bagnell, Prop. Denver, Colo. 
"Pop" Merkl, Station Attendant Johnny Merkl, Auto Mechanic 
MERKL'S SERVICE STATION 
and Repair Shop 
All Kinds of Auto Repairing, 
Car Greasing with Modern Equipment 
Gas, Oil and Lubricants - Accessories 
w. 88th Ave. and Fox, Denver, Colo. GLendale 9803 
LONGERO 
BOILER & SHEET IRON 
WORKS, INC. 
8410 Brighton Blvd. 
KE. 7908 
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CAGERS GARNER CLOSE VICTORY 
PHIL DAVIS, Sports Editor 
Rangers Split . Series 
With Alamosa .Indians 
The Rangers broke into the win column last Friday, by 
edging a tough Adams State cage team 30-29 at Alamosa. 
Mittmen Enter Punchbowl Navy Accepts 
The Regis squad opened the game with a fast break, 
poured points through the hoop almost at will during the 
ten minutes. The score at the quarter was 13-0 in favor 
the Denverites. 
Two Rangers Advance to John McGee as The second quarter slowed down<~>----------__: ____ _ and the Staters slipped through Bobblers Begin to 
Blast Backboards 
Half-time Elks' Tourney Finals - Athletic Director for a few buckets. score was 15-7 with the Rangers 
Two Regis fighters got past the first round in the Annual 
Elks Amateur Boxing Tournament, which began Jan. 19. Jim 
E'rede got into the quarter-finals, while Joe Fellows drew a bye 
into the semis. The other Ranger boxers, l\Iike Dyer, Lou 
Boggio, and Pat Mulligan, were eliminated in the first 
round. 
Joe Fellows, Regis welter-®•,__ _____ _:_ _ ______ _ 
weight, reached the semi-finals in J R 
the Class B section of the tour- angers to Meet 
nament, before being eliminated 
by John Shell of Brighton, by a B. s T 
technical knockout. Fellows drew Ig even eam 
a bye into the semi-finals after 
knocking out Jim Wine in the 
second round. Fellows floored 
Wine for the count, after knock-
ing him down twice in th"e second 
round. 
Coach Sarge MacKenzie an-
nounced that Regis has scheduled 
a football game with Utah State 
Agricultural College for next 
season. The game will be played 
Jim Frede, 135-pound Ranger, 
won his opening bout from Al 
Maestas of Pueblo, one of the 
on the Aggies' home field in 
Logan, Utah, on Oct. 3. 
tournament favorites, who had Utah State, a member of the 
reached the finals last year. Frede Big Seven Conference, scored on 
fought again Friday night in the every one of its . opponents last 
quarter-finals and lost a split year and came within inches of decision to Al Winters of Colorado 
University in a fast fight. beating Denver University. 
Lou Boggio lost a decision in The Aggies run plays off the 
his opening fight in the 105-pound T formation and last season they 
class, while Mike Dyer lost a had a light, ·but extremely fast 
split decision to Smith. ball club. In addition to the re-
Pat Mulligan was edged in a 
furious bout in the 135_pound turl}ing lettermen, COach Dick 
class by Mike Flynn from Lowry Romney will have a powerful 
Field, an ex-Wisconsin U. fighter. bunch of sophomores to draw 
Orediggers Undermine 
Cagers on Hardwoods 
from. His last year Freshman 
team was one of the best in the 
conference. 
Utah State will open the season 
against Montana State.on Sept. 26, 
and will meet Regis the fqllow-
The Ranger cage squad dropped ing Saturday. So far Regis has 
two games to the orediggers from not scheduled an opening game, 
Golden on Jan. 16-17. and there are three open dates 
The first game was played at left in · the season. 
Golden and the mines five snowed 
under a cold Regis team 40-28. The present schedule: 
McNulty scored 7 points and Mul- Utah State ................................ Oct. s 
len 6 for the Rangers, but the 
rest of the team couldn't hit their 
stride and the Miners pulled 
Colorado College .................. Oct. 10 
Greeley State .. ....... ... ........ .... Oct. 24 
steadily away from them. Montana State ......... .......... ... Nov. 11 
In the second game, Coach Mines ....... .. ............... ......... ... Nov. 14 
Santi enter~d a revised lineup Western State ... .. ........... , ..... Nov. 21 
against the Golden team, but the 
Mines team's pivot plays threw 
one man loose under the basket 
for a setup, time after time, and 
the Rangers went down again by 
a score of 47-27. 
Boxers to Battle 
Denver C.Y.O. 
The Regis boxing team has 
scheduled a meet with the Denver 
C. Y . . 0. for February 19. The 
date is tentative, but it is believed 
that nothing will interfere with it. 
The meet will be held in the Regis 
gym. 
Sarge Says Spring 
Session Starts Soon 
Coach Sarge MacKenzie an-
nounced that Spring Football 
practice will get under way prob-
ably the last week in February. 
The practice will last several 
weeks and will be terminated by 
the annual Brown and Gold game. 
Missing from this game will be 
such familiar faces as Don Chris-
topher, who is in the army signal 
corps, and Don Kelley, who is 
leaving school next week. 
In response to the Navy's call still leading. 
for trained college athletes to The Alamosa squad came back 
direct the program of physical strong in the third and fourth 
education, John McGee, assistant quarters, and with ten minutes 
football coach, offered his services to go the Teachers pulled up to 
last week. within one point of the Rangers, 
John journeyed first to . Chi- 19-20. 
cago, where he was interviewed The remainder of the third 
by Lieut. Commander Gene Tun- quarter was a race to see who 
ney, U.S.N.R. director of the got the last basket. Regis hit 
Physical Education program in the hoop last and held off the 
Navy. After being selected by Alamosans till the gun sounded. 
Commander Tunney, John return- High scorers for Regis were 
ed to school and was on hand to the two centers Ed Mullen, and 
greet Tunney when he spoke to the Bib Ed McNulty with seven points 
student body Friday morning. apiece. Johnny Kilpatrick and 
The following day, Saturday, Curly Thompson scored five points 
John left Regis and Denver for each, while Koch of Adams State 
Norfolk, Virginia, where he will was high for the evening with 10 
be inducted into the Navy as a points. 
Chief Petty Officer. John will In the second game at Ala-
serve six weeks of ptimary train- mosa, the Regis attack broke up 
ing, and following this he will after the Rangers were leading 
probably begin his work as a 8-7 at the end of the first quar-
physical instructor. ter. 
McGee entered Regis in Septem- Adams State built up a lead of 
ber, 1931 and went on to letter 18-14 at the half and kept out 
four years in football . In the cui- in front the rest of the game. 
mination of a brilliant football The tall State guards held the 
career, John was chosen by a Ranger forwards from repeating 
nation-wide poll conducted by the their attack of the previous night, 
"Chicago Tribune" to play on the and the scoring was carried by 
College All-Stars of 1941 against the centers Mullen and McNulty;· 
the Chicago Bears in Soldiers' Mullen getting six points and Me-
Field, Chicago. Nulty, twelve. 
The past semester, McGee serv- The Rangers now will get ready 
ed as assistant football coach of to meet the Ft. Warren squad 
the Rangers. here on Feb. 8 and 9. 
M'GEE JOINS NAVY 
Touring the country in whirlwind campaign to enlist physical 
training instructors for the Navy, Gene Tunney, former world's 
heavyweight champion and now Lieutenant Commander, U. S. 
Navy, enlisted John '"McGee as Chief Petty Officer. 
McGee, who will join Bob Feller, Steve Juzwik and other 
athletes now physical instructors for the Navy, played in the All-
Star game in Chicag~ last summer. 
The intramural basket b a 11 
league will get under way with a 
bang Tuesday, February 4th, dur-
ing the noon hour period. The 
Spaghetti eaters and the Theta 
Alpha Delta, two of the most 
evenly matched teams in the 
league will start the ball rolling 
with some rapid-fire basketball. 
This year the intramural pro-
gram will be the greatest ever 
attempted at Regis College, ac-
cording to Director George Ashen. 
Sarge MacKenzie, varsity football 
coach, says Ashen, has thrown his 
lot in with the intramural pro-
gram and is doing everything 
possible to bring about a bigger 
and better program. "We should 
all do our bit to aid in this pro-
gram of physical betterment." 
The intramural basketball pro-
gram will be played during the 
noon hour. Coach MacKenzie is 
also trying to encourage some 
competition among the members 
of his gym classes. "The classes 
could be the source of many good 
and well-rounded ball teams," 
Ashen said. 
RULES FOR INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBALL 
1. Rules will follow regular col-
legiate basketball regula--
tions. 
2. Announcements concerning 
games will be posted the dliy 
prior to the game§. All games 
will start promptly at 12 :25 
and will be played until12:50. 
8. Basketball shoes m u s t be 
worn at all times. 
A graduate of Pio Nono high school in Milwaukee, McGee 
played football for four years at Regis. Beginning at quarter-
back, he was successively halfb~ck and end. This year he has 
served as Assistant Coach to Coach Sarge MacKenzie. 
McGee, who enlisted in Chicago recently, was on hand to greet 
Tunney when he addressed the Regis students. McGee is shown 
shaking hands with Tunney after the assembly. 
Table Tennis 
Tournament 
Announced 
As the mid-years drew . to a 
close the new ping-pong table was 
set up in the locker room in the 
basement of Carroll Hall. After 
a week of good hard practice, the 
intra-~ural ping-pong tournament 
will get under way. 
"This semester we would like 
to have the entire student body 
enter into the. spirit of this 
tournament," says George Ashen, 
director of intramurals. 
It is expected that the new 
freshmen will give some stiff 
competition to the previous final-
ists, such as Zinky, Marranzino, 
Kelly, Kearin, and Magor. 
Turn your name in immediately 
to the intramural manager. Dead-
line for entries is set for Feb. 6, 
1942. 
February 6, 1942 
By JOHN THOMPSON 
Are you in condition? This question seems to be most promi-
nent around the Ranger camp this .week. This was the highlight 
a short talk given to the student body by Gene Tunney here last 
He stressed the point severely and brought home -the point 
his own splendid example. Right now he weighs only one 
more than the day he fought Jack Dempsey, which is remark-
able when you stop to consider he hasn't been actively engaged in 
the fight game since. But this didn't end his training. 
BOXERS NEED MORE CONDITIONING 
Looking over our own boys, it seems they can profit 
much by this example ... In the Elks' Punch Bowl we saw 
Sarge's mittmen under fire for the first time this season. 
For most of the boys it was their first experien_ce in the 
ring. With only two lettermen back, Sarge has done remark-
ably well with his gang of green punchers. Yet I think 
they realize by now that they are not out on a picnic when 
they cavort on the canvas, and a lot of hard work is still ahead 
ot them if they expect to bade punches with the best of 
them. 
DITTO FOR CAGERS 
The same goes for our cagers, who hampered by a two-week 
Jay-off during exams and retreat, found the words of Tunney ring-
ing in their ears as they panted up and down the hardwoods. In 
spite of this, however, the boys came through with a victory which 
opened the Ranger win column for the first time in two years, 
and the boys are out to keep that column open or break a lung in 
the attempt. It can be done if they will stick together and play 
the brand of ball of which they are capable. 
This past week saw another bunch of our boys going into the 
service of Uncle Sam. If this keeps up, and it is almost certain 
that it will, the Utah State game scheduled for next fall looks almost 
foolhardy. It is bad enough stepping out of our class with loaded 
guns but it is pretty tough to shoot the works with duds or an 
empty chamber. 
Evidently the Navy doesn't think our athletes are tough enough 
for them. Consequently Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox plans 
a rigorous training period· for the boys, which will include some of 
the best Rangers in a decade. Namely, Shelley Pittman, Jack Scher-
rer, Leo Kelleher, and also Joe Simms of baseball fame .... Knox 
has planned to take over four universities for the purpose of train-
ing naval air cadets mentally and physically. 
V-5 BOYS IN FOR BIG TIME 
This latter training will consist in ditch-digging, land-
clearing and wood-chopping • . . . The boys will learn to 
march 40 miles from sun-up to sun~down . • • . I'm afraid 
you are going to miss "ole' Dobbin," Shelley . . . . They will 
also learn how to use their dukes as a means of self de-
fense . . . . Maybe we can subsidize a few of these boys, 
Sarge. 
Who knows, Hoppe may turn out to be a second Joe Louis. Of 
course Fonk will give him a run for his money even if they are 
fighting under the same color(s). At least there is no doubt of 
the outcome . . . . The boys will be men by the time they have 
served their three months. In fact, I will lay even money right 
now that Kelleher will be up before 10:00 a. m., at least twice a 
week. I know that sounds like a cinch for you fellows but it's 
surprising what the Navy can do for a man. 
I think the value of physical training was instilled very deeply 
in the hearts of our Regis youth by Tunney. Yet there is an example 
that will bring it still closer to home. This may sound like an ad-
vertisement for Charles Atlas (the world's most perfectly developed 
man) but this story truly fell from the lips of the hero of the epic, 
our own pride and joy, John Waters. 
WATERS PROVIDES EXAMPLE 
It seems that when he was a small boy in grade school, 
due possibly to tl}e absence of Regis food, John was inclined 
to be slightly on the plump side. On the order of a minia-
ture blimp, in fact. At the age of 10 years he had reached 
the amazing weight of 120 pounds of well, you judge for your-
self. Yet almost miraculously our hero has, by the aid of 
the proverbial daily dozen reduced himself to human form 
and now displays a. rugged physique of rippling muscle. 
It is my wish and sincere hope that this will be given full 
consideration by more young men of this type. John has 
promised to do his utmost to aid anyone trying to better 
themselves with less. Will someone please inform Fitz-
simmons and Newton that Waters is residing in 248--<)ar-
roll Ball. 
This may sound much like a satire, but it is not meant to be at 
all. In all seriousness I maintain we could all do with a little daily 
dozen-physical and mental . . . . Think it over fellows. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
To Study in 
Chilean School 
Narcisco W. Zancanella, instructor 
in Spanish at Regis has received 
a Roosevelt Fellowship for study 
at the University of Chile in 
Santiago. Be will leave for South 
America in March to be on hand 
for his classes, which begin April 
1. 
With national emphasis upon 
the war effort, physical fitness 
has become increasingly import-
ant. Throughout the United States, 
athletics are rapidly becoming a 
part of everyone's daily life rather 
than being merely a · spectacle 
witnessed by many but participat-
ed in by few. Whether we like 
it or not, we- the American 
People-are going to get our exer-
cise. Automobile usage is already 
being curtailed and the end is not 
yet in sight. Hence, whether we 
walk or bicycle in the future, leg 
power rather than horsepower will 
carry most of us to our destina-
tions. 
TOWARD INDIVIDUALISM 
At the outbreak of hostilities, 
Jaclt Carberry of the Post very 
shrewdly and logically predict-
ed that the trend of the sports 
loving Americans will be toward 
Individual sports - s p o r t s in 
whlch a tremendously greater 
number can engage than have 
engaged in the complex and 
highly organized team spo.rts of 
peacetime. 
Among such sports, boxing 
offers the ·young man of or near 
military age great advantages. It 
is the only vigorous contact sport 
in which a man of lighter weight 
may compete with an adversary 
on even terms. To the 112, 118 or 
126-pound boy, college football is 
very nearly out of the question, 
likewise hockey. Boxing is his 
golden opportunity to pit his 
strength, courage, and ability to 
give and take against another in 
physical contact. The boxing ring 
is the crucible from which flow 
courage, self-reliance, quick think-
ing decision. 
In no other sport is a man's 
Doyle's Pharmacy 
''The Particular 
Druggist" 
17th and Grant KE. 5987 
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Naval Air School Has 
Students From Every State 
Former Regis Students in 
Large Colorado Representation 
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex.-There are 551 American col-
leges and universities from every section of the country rep-
resented by alumni among the 2,200 flight students now in 
training at the Navy's gigantic new "University of the Air," 
world's· largest naval air station, located at Corpus Christi, 
Tex. ' 
Kuest·er Kalls 
Kem Klubbers 
Nine Colorado colleges with 40 
alumni place that state among 
the 45, whose sons are working 
for the~r wings ln the cadet regi-
ment. The University of Colo-
rado leads its fellow Colorado 
The Chemistry Club will hold 
schools With 17 representatives, their first meeting of the second 
semester next Tuesday, Feb. 10. and Colorado College is second 
President Frank Kuester has is- with five. Other schools whose 
sued a: call to all students who 
passed chemistry at the semester 
to be present at' the meeting. 
The purpose of the club is to 
further the interest of the stu-
dent in chemistry, and to give 
him a knowledge o{ the special-
ized fields of this study. 
courage so se':ely tested. Many 
a man who is a raging lion on 
the gridiron, could not be drag-
ged into the ring-even with · 
wild horses. To be brave on the 
football field with a teammate 
'On either. side and a linebacker 
to furnish support is one thing. 
To be equally brave and con-
fident when the house lights 
go out, the seconds cra.wl out 
through the ropes and the op-
ponent comes storming across 
the ring, is quite another prop-
osition. A man is on his own 
then. 
A football player who misses 
blocking an opponent usually suf-
fers nothing more painful than a 
fe!l}ing of futility- although his 
ballcarrier may have his back 
teeth rattled by the pursuing 
tackle. In boxing, no one suffers 
for a missed punch or a poorly 
executed . block but the slipshod 
ringman. 
BOXER ALL ALONE IN RING 
Another point: in football, if 
a man Is winded, either his 
coach pulls him out to give hitn . 
a rest or the captain calls time-
out to give him the necessary 
respite. In boxing, the man who 
enters the ring without being in• 
shape, will either mend his ways 
or take up some other sport. 
There is no agony comparable 
to that which a man snffers 
when his arms are like lead, 
his chest seems on the verge of 
bursting, some swollen thing 
that used to be his tongue now 
gags and chokes him-and all 
the while a methodical oppon-
ent is keeping up a rolllng 
drumfire of fists to face . and 
·body. 
Boxing is not ,an easy sport-
BOWL AT 
COLFAX LANES 
12 Ultra Modern 
Bowling Lanes 
Fred Gushurst MA. 9844 
sons are here are: Adams State 
Teachers College, Colorado State, 
Colorado School of Mines, West-
ern State College of Colorado, 
University of Denver, Mesa Junior 
College, and Regis College. 
The states not in the list are 
Maine, Vermont, and Delaware, 
all Eastern states it should be 
noted, and this illustrates the fact 
that the majority of cadets are 
from schools west of the Missis-
sippi. - The West Coast states 
alone supply 33 per cent of the 
trainees ·here from 61 schools. 
Texas is second with 226 from 40 
e d u c a t ion a 1 institutions, and 
Washington is third with 151 from 
17 colleges. 
The University of Washington, 
supplying 82 cadets, leads the 
550 other schools, and the Uni-
versity of California comes second 
with 66. The University of. Min-
nesota is third with 55. 
. 
The Colorado students will com-
plete their course after seven 
months of training. During that 
time they will learn basic flying 
and will receive a "degree" from 
one of the "University's" special- · 
ized flying "colleges," which in-
clude squadrons of dive-bombers, 
fighters, long-range patrol boats, 
and scout-observation seaplanes. 
but then nothing worth while 
comes easily. To develop the cool 
and steady courage of the tried 
ringman, the sure control of 
nerves, the assurance that comes 
with confidence in one's own abil-
ity, one must go to the wars often. 
These attributes are those which 
every athlete cherishes. They are 
the attributes of a strong people 
and of a strong army. 
In the interest of national 
defense, Regis is giving a place 
of Importance in her athletic 
schedule of boxing. Regis has 
tentatively scheduled for Feb-
ruary 19 a boxing meet with the 
Denver C. Y. 0. All Regis men 
interested in boxing are cordial-
ly invited to turn out for the 
team. Next year, still greater 
emphasis will be placed on box-
Ing. It is our sincere hope that 
before long, Regis will have 
year-round classes of boxers 
working out over in the gym. 
In the times which are ahead, 
it will be well for everyone to 
be proficient In all means of 
self-defense. 
WELCOME RANGERS 
BILLY'S INN 
& 
RANGEVIEW SERVICE 
STATION 
44th & Lowell 
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Students Divided on 
College Speedup Plan 
Slight Majority Approves 
War-Time Emergency Measure 
AUSTIN, Tex., Feb. 6.-Educators who for years have been 
advocating a shorter college course for undergraduate work 
are seeing their idea put into effect as a war measure to speed 
up the training of youth. Colleges and universities everywhere 
are adopting an all-out schedule that will allow students to 
graduate in three years or less. The University of Chicago is 
offering a degree in two years. ~ 
American collegians, at least a 
56 per cent majority of them, 
believe the speed-up will benefit 
students themselves. But a.t this 
time they are opposed to such a 
program as a post-war, long-term 
objective; more than two-thirds 
declare that after the war is over 
they would rather go to school a 
I nternats Hear Lecture 
At Colo. Women's College 
On Thursday, January 15, a 
delegation of more than ten Regis 
students attended a lecture spon-
sored by Colorado Woman's Col-
lege for the other International 
Relations Clubs throughout the 
full four years for their degrees. region. The speaker of the eve-
The questions asked and the an- ning was Dr. Carl Swisher, who, 
swers received follow: as an expert on the Far East, 
"Some colleges are shortening gave his views of the problem 
the time to get a degree from which faces the United States 
four to three years. Do you think there and his suggestions for the 
this will be beneficial or not to participation of the College stu-
students themselves?" dents in the "victory which must 
Will be beneficiaL. ............... 56% surely be ours." At the end of 
Will not be beneficial.. ......... .40 his talk, there was a question 
Will not affect either way.... 2 period. 
No opinion .............................. 2 The most interesting point 
"Even after the war is over, brought out was made by Thomas 
what do you think you would pre- Garry, one of the Regis delegates. 
fer: to graduate in three years by Garry's uncle was the famous 
going to school afi year-round and Homer Lea, who fought with the 
taking only short vacations be- . armies of China at the turn of 
tween terms, or go to college four the century. When Lea returned 
years like we have been doing?" from China and Japan, he wrote 
Prefer three-year course .... 22% The Valor of Ignorance, in which 
Prefer four-year course ........ 77 he described the future war which 
Undecided ......... ....................... 1 he foresaw between the United 
"I have to work in the summers states and Japan. (For a special 
to be able to go to college," a note on Homer Lea see Time, 
,sophomore at Western Illinois December 29, 1941.) 
State Teachers College told inter-
viewer Adelaide Henrikson. More 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
BRITTAN-
< continued from Page 1) 
Rockhurst, which placed two 
men among the first ten, scored 
the highest number of points in 
the contest, with Detroit next, 
Xavier of Cincinnati third, and 
fourth. 
....... ~ ............ 
DEBATERS-
<eontinued from Page 1) 
the Federal Government should 
regulate by law, all labor unions. 
Brittan has been prominent in 
Regis speech activities for the 
past four years and has been a 
many times finalist and last year 
won second place in the elocution 
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Hoare. 
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Hoppe, contest. 
Springfield, Ill. In addition to intercollegiate 
Mrs. Catherine Hynes. debate, the conference, under the 
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Jacques, direction of Dr. Elwood Murray, 
Durango, Colo. noted authority on S pee c h 
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. January. 
Mr. Albion Johnson. techniques and head of the D. U. 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Kearin, Speech department, other activi-
Alamosa, Colo. 
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kirch, Riv-
erton, Wyo. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Klingstein. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Kuester. 
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Lammer-
man, Florist. 
Miss Nellie Lennon. 
ties are offered. These include 
Panel Discussion, Sitt1ational Ora-
tory, News Announcing, Dramatic 
Reading, and Legislative Assem-
bly. 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
Lincoln Creamery. Panel discussion is a rising form 
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Magor. in Speech training which teaches 
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mahoney, those participating to develop the 
Hannibal, Mo. topic under discussion in its 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph .T. Majew- separate phases. Thus the back-
ski, Milwaukee, Wise. ground of a '_problem, such as Mr. and Mrs. J. T. McDonald, labor, is first discussed, then the 
Cheyenne, Wyo. various difficulties which face it 
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. .McLain, t d d . 11 1 · 1 1 o ay, an fma y a og:tca so u-Missoula, Mont. tion is agreed upon by the panel. 
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. McMenamy. s·t t• t N 
1 ua 10nal ora ory, ews an-Mr. and M~:s. B. G. Morriss. 
nouncing, Dramatic reading, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Quinn, sessions in parliamentary discus-
Oklahoma City, Okla. sions provide ample opportunity 
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Reed. for those not interested in the 
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Reilly. other activities. 
Mr. and Mrs. Warren J. Rom-
mes, Michigan Cit...v. Ind. 
E. m. Rost, Groceries. 
Mr. and Mrs. Leo I. Ryan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Ryan. 
Mrs. Steven Ryan. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. See 
Mr. and Mrs. John Seeman, 
West Allis, Wise. 
Colleges and universities from 
twelve states will participate in 
this tournament which is one of 
the largest speech events in the 
West. 
than half of the male students, 
more than a third of the co-eds, 
earn at least a portion of their 
college cost, the Surveys has 
found. Thirteen per cent of the 
men and nearly 5 per cent of the 
women -earn all their expenses. 
This necessity of holding down a 
job while attending college, a 
good many students comment, 
leaves them little extra time to 
concentrate on additional courses 
in order to graduate in less than 
four years. 
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Schaffer, 
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. C. Britt!n, Milwaukee, Wise. 
Alliance, Nebr. Mrs. Marie Shouldice, Mil-
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Brockwell, waukee, Wise. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Mr. G. B. Buck. 
Mr.• and Mrs. Thomas J. Callen, 
Jr., Milwaukee, Wise. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank F. Camp-
bell. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Carnpbell. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Castor, 
Aguilar, Colo. 
Dr. A. S. Cecchini. 
Mr. and .Mrs. E. J. Coffey, Sap-
Compliments of 
Products Co. 
Snow White 
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Sween-
ey. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sun, 
Rawlins, Wyo. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J . . Taylor. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomp-
son, Carpenter, Wyo. 
Mrs. Wm. J. Timlin. 
BUY 
UNITED 
STATES 
DEFENSE 
ONDS 
STAMPS 
Large Group Sponsors 
Parents Club Play 
Mrs. John F. Vail. 
pington, Mo. Judge and Mrs. Joseph 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Cough- Walsh. 
J. 
The following is a list of the 
sponsors of the Regis Dramatic 
Club's presentation, "Brother Or-
chid," which was submitted to 
the Brown and Gold by Mrs. Mark 
J . Felling, president of the Regis 
Parents' Club: 
Most Rev. Archbishop Urban J. 
Vehr. 
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Hugh L. Mc-
Menamin. 
Very Rev. Msgr. John R. Mul-
roy. 
lin. 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Cough-
lin. 
Dr. and Mrs. M. D. Currigan. 
Mr. ;phillip J. Curtis. 
Crow Bar Coal Co. 
Mrs. K. H. Davis, Chicago, Ill. 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Dower. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Dryer. 
":Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. 'Dun:~. 
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Eakins. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Eagan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eagan. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Farnan. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Faulhaber. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J. Felling. 
Mrs. Alice Flanagan, · Grand 
Very 
Very 
Very 
Rev. Charles Hagus. · Junction, Iowa. 
Rev. Harold V. Campbell. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Frank, Las 
Rev. Robert M. Kelley, Vegas, New Mexico. 
S.J. 
Very Rev. Wm. M. Higgins. 
Rev. D. A. Lemieux. 
Rev. Leo M. Flynn. 
Rev. L. L. Farrell, O.P. 
Rev. John P. Moran. 
Rev. F. G. Smith. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Bastien. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Bona. 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Boggio. 
Mr. and Mrs. James Brennan. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Brinsa. 
Mrs. Edward T. Gibbons. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Gonzales. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Greene 
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Greer. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Gushurst. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Hackett, 
Rapid City, S. D. 
Mrs. Joseph C. Hagus. , 
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Harris, Riv-
erside, Calif. 
Mr. and Mrs. Vic Hebert. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hilbert. 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. '\Valsh, 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Wilder. 
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn B. Wilson. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Winter. 
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Zinky, 
Milwaukee, Wise. 
SEVEN MAKE 
SPEECH FINALS 
Martin Andrew, Tom Garry, Joe 
Gonzales, Jim Harris, Jim Hoare, 
Warren Hansen, and Dick Walsh 
were selected yesterday to com-
pete in the finals of the Elocution 
Contest to be held March 5 in the 
little theatre. 
The preliminaries were held yes-
terday, in which more than three 
times the number of finalists com-
peted for the honor of appearing 
in the contest. 
WAR NEEDS MONEY! 
It will cost money to defeat our 
enemy a~~ressors. Your govern-
ment calls on you to help now. 
Buy Defense Bonds or Stamps 
today. Make every pay day Bond 
Day by participating in the Pay-
roll Savings Plan. 
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. 
Stamps are 10~, :15¢ and up. 
The help of every individual is 
needed. 
Do your part by buying your 
lhare every pay day. 
Welcome Inn 
88th & Chestnut 
Hlo/o BEER 
"SUCCESS IS FOUNDED ON TRUST" 
FOR DEPENDABLE DRUGS-STOP AT 
STAAB PHARMACIES 
4901 Lowell Blvd. 44th & Federal Blvd. 
February 6, 1942 
Social Science Men 
Gather at Albany 
Reverend Leo B. Brown, S. J., 
Reverend Joseph P. Donnelly, S. 
J., Mr. Narciso Zancanella, Jack 
Brittan, represent the Internation-
al Relations Club, and Joe Kirch, 
representing the Brown and Gold 
attended the conference held at 
the Albany Hotel, January 25 and 
25. The general topic of the con· · 
ference was "Winning the Peace. 
The meeting was attended b 
Social Science instructors from all 
the colleges of the Rocky Moun-
tain Region as well as from many 
of Denver's high schools. Speak-
ers at the meeting included Col. 
Early E. W. Duncan, commandant 
of Lowry Field, Farrington R. 
Carpenter, state revenue director 
and Caleb F. Gates, chancellor of 
Denver University. 
WE 
DID 
IT 
BE-
FORE 
AND 
WE 
CAN 
DO 
IT 
A-
GAIN 
1941: 
The 
students 
of Regis 
College 
built 
their own 
Lounge 
1942: 
The 
students 
of Regis 
College 
will build 
their own 
Lunch Room 
... 
A $40.00 
R.C.A. 
radio and 
a $20.00 
portable 
radio are 
being raffled 
to raise 
money for 
the Lunch 
Room fund. 
Tickets are twenty-five cents; 
five for $1.00. Get yours from 
one of the following men: 
Brinkhaus Antonelli Sweeney 
Thompson Becker Faulhaber 
Zarlengo Zanon Moynihan 
Verran Grant 
